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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CAPACITY AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF

MICROFINANCE INSTITUTIONS: THE PHILIPPINE CASE

Gilberto M. Llanto, Edgardo Garcia and Ruth Callanta

Executive Summary

The paper assesses the capacity and financial performance of a sample of microfinance

institutions (MFIs) operating in the Philippines. It has the following objectives: (a) explain the

microfinance policy environment in the country, (b) evaluate the institutional and financial capacity

and performance of MFIs, (c) determine the issues and constraints affecting capacity and

performance and (d) recommend measures to strengthen the MFIs. The motivating philosophy of

this paper is that unless MFIs become viable and sustainable financial institutions, they can never

fully realize their objective of reaching a greater number of poor people, much less sustain the effort

over the long term.

Banks rarely lend, if at all, to the poor, mostly because of information problems, high credit

risk perception, lack of acceptable collateral and the high transaction costs of processing small loans.

The government's response was to create a number of credit programs intended to provide the poor

access to financial services. The National Credit Council reports as many as 111 credit programs

of which 13 are targeted to the ultra poor. Despite the government's credit programs, the poor's

access to microfinancial services persist. The private sector approach isto use MFIs such as credit

NGOs, rural banks,cooperative rural banks and credit unions/credit cooperatives to reach the poor.

However, the MFIs weak institutional capacity, lack of a viable and extensive delivery system,

a small financial base and the huge investments in training clients hamper their attempts to reach a

greater number of the target clientele. In the very short run, the MFIs may be able to expand their

present reach, but because they are not viable and sustainable financial institutions, the effort can

not be Sustained.

The paper addresses four areas that will enable MFIs to be self-sustaining financial

institutions serving the poor. These four areas are as follows: (a) outreach and impact, (b) viability

and sustainability, (c) resource mobilization and (e)policy.
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Expanding outreach

Outreach remains small and limited although the poor borrowers and savers predominate

among :MFI clientele, indicating an almost exck:sive focus on the poor. This shows the

effectiveness of targeting mechanism used by the MFIs in identifying poor clients. The weak

institutional capacity, the lack of an extensive and viable delivery system and a relatively small

financial base prevent MFIs, especially credit NGOs, from reaching a greater number of clients.

The principal problem faced by credit NGOs is the lack of legal personality and authority to

act as real financial intermediaries. This also results to a very limited capacity to develop and

legally offer innovative financial products. More importantly, the informality of their organization

makes illegal any attempt to mobilize deposits, develop various financial products and offer them

to the public. The second problem is the lack of an extensive and viable financial delivery system

that has substantial focus on the poor_ While the rural banks and the credit cooperatives have a

nationwide delivery system through branches and unit entities, they have yet to consider

.micro financial markets as profitable opportunities. On the other hand, motivation of MFIs' staff

to work with poor clients is not wanting but the MFIs face problems of rapid staff turnover.

Another problem area is the training of potential clients which represents a _izeable

investment cost that the MFIs may not be able to absorb. The paper makes a point that training of

clients has some public good characteristics which make worthy of government and donor assistance.

Matching government/donor funds with MFI funds for training may lead to better outreach

performance because of the risk-sharing involved.

Thus, we recommend the following:

• transform credit NGOs intofullpledgedformalfinancial institutions, e.g., private

bank, finance company, non-stock savings and loan association or credit

cooperative;

° alternatively, credit ArGOsmay organize or invest in formal financial

institutions;
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• promote linkage banking with private banks which are interested in providing

microfinance services for the poor through the MFIs whose institutional capacity

must be upgraded,

• invest in training existing rural banks, cooperative rural banks and credit

unions/credit cooperatives in microfinance technologies;

• externalize the training costs of the poor by providing MFIs access to grants and

governrnent financial assistance, but following the principle of matching grants with

MFI own funds,"

• continue staff training and development of career paths for capable workers,

upgrade pay scales and incentive schemes to retain good personnel.

• rationalize government creditprograms and reallocate existingfimdsfor livelihood

•projects to capacity building and training of existing MFIs.

MFI viability and sustainability

I

To continue providing financial service to the poor on a sustaining basis, the MFIs

themselves must be viable and sustainable. The paper shows that many of the MFIs are far from

attaining these goal. A major factor determining viability and sustainability is the set of internal

• financial policies and organizational practices and procedures Observed by the MFIs. Internal

financial policies and practices need a lot of improvement, particularly in the installation of sound

financial reporting and monitoring systems, portfolio management, assessment and management

of risks, product packaging and pricing, management of loan arrears and strategic business

planning. Related to these will be the need to upgrade and institutionalize performance standards,

particularly in loan repayment, appreciation of loan default and ageing of delinquent accounts, and

the installation of appropriate accounting and internal audit systems. In addition, the capability for

governance, leadership and management affects their performance. Improvement of management

skills and professionalization of staff, appropriate, market-oriented pricing of financial products and

services, greater effort in loan recovery are needed to make the MFIs viable and sustainable.

Thus, the key issue is building sustainable institutions by having (a) the appropriate

organizational form, (b) strong equity and financial base and (c) suitable systems and procedures.
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We recommend the following:

• build up the equity base of MFIs by infusing more capital from existing owners and

new investors;

• diversify loans, savings and other financial products according to client

demand;

• maximize savings mobilization opportunities;

• promote training in financial operations, resource mobilization, portfolio

management, risk assessment and management, product packaging and pricing,

management of loan arrears, strategic and business planning, among others;

• improve systems and procedures such as automating systems and operating

procedures, upgrading and institutionalization of performance standards, setting, up

internal audit systems, conduct of periodic management audits, installation of

updated and standardized accounting and reporting system.

• professionalize management and staffofMFls

Resource mobilization

The MFIs have all attempted to mobilize resources but the informal character of their

organization hampers the effort. Resources used are mostly grants and subsidies coming from donor

and the government which ironically stunt their growth into viable and sustainable financial

intermediaries. To stay competitive and viable, the MFIs must raise substantial deposits and

develop various instruments, especially for the small savers, which will help them build up their

financial base. Thus, they have not only to mobilize traditional deposits but also seek to broaden

and deepen the financial products and services offered to meet existing demand at the lower end of

the financial market. Broadening and deepening mean the development of new product lines and

services, the design and implementation of new microfinance technologies and practices which will

strengthen their financial base.
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We recommend the following:

• to the MFIs- get the appropriate legalpersonality/authority to be able to mobilize

depositsl raise equity capital and offer various financial products�services;

• invest in the development of new product lines and services, new microfinance

technologies, adaptation of the "best practices in microfinance," etc. with

counterpart fimding from donors and the government;

° to the government- reallocate resources in the government's various livelihood

programs for the broadening and deepening of microfinancial services;

• to the donors- allocate resources for the broadening and deepening of

microfinancial services instead of providing loanable funds to MFls.

Policy context

The necessity of bringing credit NGOs under a supervisory and regulatory framework can

not be underestimated. Without such a framework, the following problems will persist: gbsence

of performance standards, lack of uniformity and dilution of standards of credit evaluation, lack of

portfolio supervision leading to poor loan recovery and deterioration of its quality and absence of

prudential regulations over such activities as deposit taking. The installation of a supervisory and

regulatory framework complements the building of the institutional capacity of MFIs, especially the

credit NGOs. In this way, we will have strong MFIs which wili no longer operate in a policy

vacuum.

The alternative to a formal supervisory and regulatory framework is self-regulation by the

credit NGOs. The argument goes that maintaining an informal self-regulatory framework will

provide the credit NGOs flexibility and room for initiative on various financial innovations to reach

the poor. Furthermore, there will be no danger of losing focus ontheir target clientele which will

be brought about by the transformation of credit NGOs to formal financial institutions. However,

this paper points out the glaring need for performance standards, prudential regulations, etc., in short,

a supervisory/regulatory framework that will ensure the safety and soundness of those institutions

and the integrity of their transactions. The argument on losing focus on the poor does not hold
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water. It is because an organization's vision, mission and goal are not dictatedby the organizational

structure, e.g., banking firm, but by the people manning it and the policies being pursued.

The transformation into formal financial institutions may not be everybody's cup of tea. It

is not for every NGO. There will be some which will choose to transform, but there will be others

which will opt to remain as a development agency and perhaps, organize a bank, with a distinct

charter, character and function. The important outcome of this strategy is the unbundling of banking

and development/social preparation functions which will increase efficiencies in the financial

markets for the poor because the (NGO) development agency and the NGO-organized bank/financial

institution cart exploit their respective comparative advantage. From the public policy perspective,

it becomes clearer what activities in microfinance programs for the poor properly constitute "social

development costs" and what should rightly be considered "cost of providing the financial service,"

i.e., cost of doing business. The first set of costs may be subsidized or given access to grants in

view of the externalities present in social training/preparation of poor clients while the latter should

be covered by appropriate pricing of the financial product. For the social development costs, the

present thrust of raising private monies must be supported.

We recommend the following:

• to the government- provide for an appropriate supervisory and regulatory

framework for MFIs, especially credit NGOs;

° to the NGOs- maintain a dialogue with the government on the installation of an.

appropriate supervisory and regulatory framework for MFls;

o to the government- support the costs of social preparation through

budgetary assistance that will be matched by private sector funds;

• to donors- provide assistance to social preparation activities, development of

microfinance products, training in microfinance technologies, and upgrading of

performance standards, operating systems and procedzcres.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an assessment of the capacity and financial performance of a sample of

microfinance institutions (MFIs) operating in the Philippines. It has the following objectives: (a)

explain the microfinance policy environment in the country, (b) evaluate the institutional and

financial capacity and performance of MFIs, (c) determine the issues and constraints affecting

capacity and performance and (d) recommend measures to strengthen the MFIs. The motivating

philosophy of this report is that unless MFIs become viable and sustainable financial institutions,

they can never fully realize their objective of reaching a greater number of poor people, much less

sustain the effort.

The paper has four sections. The next section is a brief overview of recent developments

in the country and the policy context of microfinance programs. Section III analyzes the main

findings from case studies of MFIs and discusses the main issues and constraints affecting their

capacity and financial performance. The last section concludes and recommends policy and

institutional measures to strengthen MFIs and the implementation of microfinance programs in the

country.

1Presentedat the RegionalWorkshopon MicrofinanceCapacityAssessment,AsianandPacificDevelopment
Centre,KualaLumpur,Malaysia, December10-12,1996.

•2"Nobodygiveswhat he doesnothave."- fromthe Latins.

3ResearchFellow, PhilippineInstitutefor DevelopmentStudies; ManagingDirector,CenterforCommunity
Transformationand Chairperson,respectively,CenterforCommunityTransformation.The authorswould like'to
acknowledgethe assistanceof the followingcasewriters, Ms.MagooS.Casuga,Ms. FlorenzeS. Cordova,Mr.
ErnestoI. Macabenta,Mr. ElricoV.Muhoz,Ms.GinaM. Estipona,Mr.ZaldyV. BarotilandMs.MaryAnn Dizoh
in the preparationof this paper.
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A chief limitation of this paper is the use of a purposive sample of 7 MFIs to arrive at the

analysis, conclusions and recommendations made. Drawing a larger and random sample of MFIs

would have been ideal but time and budget constraints prevented it. Nevertheless, we believe that

despite the limitation imposed by the available data and information set, the analysis, conclusions

and recommendations have a great degree of validity because the sample MFIs are among those

which have operated in the last several years. We assume that their performance largely reflects the

general experience of MFIs.

Ii. OVERVIEW OF THE COUNTRY AND POLICY CONTEXT

1. Dimensions of Poverty, its Distribution and Incidence

Because poverty is such a pervasiv e problem inthe Philippines, the government's

development efforts in recent years focused on poverty alleviation and the improvement of income

distribution, yielding modest gains in the war against poverty. The National Statistics Office reports

that the poverty incidence declined by 4 percentage points from 1985 to 1988. The decline continued

to 1994 with a poverty incidence of 35.7% compared to 39.9% in 1991. Based on the 1994 Family

Income and Expenditure Survey, the total ntunber of poor households decreased from 21.78million

in 1991 to 4.56 million in 1994.

On the other hand, there was also a decline in the total number of subsistence households

from 2.45 million in 1991 to 2.32 million in 1994. There was a marked decline in urban poverty

incidence from 35.6% in 1991 to 28.8% in 1994. Rural poverty incidence declined only slightly

from 55.1% in 1991 to 53.7% in 1994. In addition to the magnitude of poverty, the government has

also to contend with the highly inequitable distribution of income. However, there was an

improvement in income distribution with a decline in Gini ratio from 0.468 in 1991 to 0.454 in

19944.

Despite the well-intentioned effort, a very substantial number of households, especially in

the rural areas struggle to meet the basic food and non-food requirements of decent living. In the

rural areas, incidence of poverty was highest, about two-thirds, among farming and fishing families,

4National Anti-Poverty Summit, Philippine International Convention Center, Manila, March 19-20, 1996.
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while those in all occupations other than farming, forestry, fishing and agricultural services had an

incidence ofpove_y of a little under two-fifths (Srinivasan 1993). Within agriculture, among the

poorest were farm workers in sugarcane, rice, corn, coconut and forestry, and growers of coconut,

corn and miscellaneous crops, as well as fishermen. A large number of the poor are in the rural

agricultural sector _. Effective and efficient poverty alleviation effort directed at this sector, for

instance, by expanding off-farm employment opportunities of rural households, will decrease

significantly poverty incidence in the country (Intal 1993).

2. Macroeconomic Considerations

Over the past 5 years, the country experienced an annual real GNP growth averaging at 3.4%

(Table II-1). Per capita GNP, however, hardly grew as population over the same period grew

roughly as fast (2.6%): The country's GDP for 1995, was valued at tai,905.3 bilIion (U8574,135

million). Per capita GDP was posted at la27,114 (US$1,055). Year-end average inflation rates have

been single-digit (ranging from 7.6% to 9.8%) aftei a high double-digit average of 18.7% in 1991.

For 1995, the average inflation rate was 8.1%.. The policy and structural reforms under the Aquino

and Ramos administration have put the economy in the growth path after the crisis years of the

1980s. Investor confidence in the Philippine economy has come back, together with domestic capital

which took off for foreign shores during the Marcos regime. The renewed vigor of the economy led

the present Ramos administration to announce that the last few years of the president's term will be

focused on poverty alleviation and continuation of policy reforms.

In the financial sector, the creation of a new Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) in 1995

strengthened the formal financial system. The BSP pursued the financial reforms started in the

1980s and recently, it relaxed the rigid bank entry and branching policy that it has strictly

implemented in the past. The financial sector was further liberalized by allowing the entry of foreign

banks. The recent reforms created a more competitive financial market, stimulating the increase in

number of banking establishments and the introduction of many innovative financial products61

Gross real savings of the country over the last five years has been increasing at an average rate of

5.8% per annum (Table II-2). A significant increase in real savings is noted after 1993 as the

5SeethevariouspapersbyA. Balisaean(1992, 1993,1994,1995) forathoroughandcomprehensiveana!ysis
of the povertysituationin the Philippines.

6Forexample, thereis nowa gro,_,inghomemortgagemarketto meetthedemandfor middlecla_ ,_uu_mg.
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economy started to recover from stagnation in 1990-1991. The increase, however, is mainly

attributable to growth in savings of government and corporations. Savings of households and

unincorporated enterprises was at a high level in 1991 but slowly declined in the following years.

Savings to national output ratio over the last five years averaged at about 20%.

Deposits and lending rates appear to have stabilized starting 1993 (Table II-3). Nominal

savings rates while significantly higher in recent years (averaging 8%) than in 1991 (close to 5%),

are still not very different from inflation rates, thus, negative or near zero real savings rates have

persisted. Real time deposit rates are also low particularly in the last two years averaging only at

about 1% per annum. On the other hand, lending rates have been decreasing (Table 11-3).

Weighted average interest rates on loans granted by commercial banks averaged at 15% per annum

in the last three years compared to 23% and 19% in 1991 and 1992, respectively.

3. Access of the Poor to Financial Services

Banks rarely lend, if at all, to the poor, mostly because of information problems, lack of

acceptable collateral and the high transaction costs of processing small loans. Formal creditors view

the poor in agriculture as high risk because of the risks associated with agricultural production 7.

Furthermore, banks and other non-bank financial intermediaries are mostly concentrated in Metro

Manila and other urban areas, leaving many of the regions without adequate banking facilities. The

latest NEDA survey shows that less than 12% of low-income rural families had borrowed since 1991

(Herrin and Raceiis 1992). Of those who borrowed, nearly two-fifths sourced their loans from

relatives and friends while another one-third borrowed from private moneylenders and cooperatives. '

Only a small percentage relied on government and private banks for loans. The bulk of the low-

income families who did not borrow from formal sources cited burdensome bank requirements, high

interest rate and lack of collateral as well as ignorance of possible credit sources as major reasons

for not borrowing. In general, it can be said that the poor's lack of access to formal financial

services may be partly explained by the very structure of the financial system which is biased against

the poor.

7Various studies of the Agricultural Credit Policy Council have confirmed this. A recent survey of four of the.'
poorest provinces in the country also made this observation. See Llanto (1994).
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The government's response was to create a number of credit programs intended to provide

the poor access to financial services. The National Credit Council reports as many as 111 credit

programs of which 13 are targeted to the ultra poor. One nationwide program designed specifically

for working women in the informal sector is the Women Workers Employment and Entrepreneurship

Development (WEED) program of the Bureau of Women and Young Workers of the Department

of Labor and Employment (DOLE). The program is envisioned to address the need of women for

jobs either as employees or entrepreneurs. To achieve this objective, the program provides them

livelihood activities and harnesses their entrepreneurial abilities. Project beneficiaries are qualified

women worker groups who will undergo social preparation, entrepreneurship and other appropriate

training and eventually, receive credit assistance for their entrepreneurial/income generating

endeavors. Women group beneficiaries can borrow up to ta200,000 with a maturity of two years at

6% interest rate per annum.

Another programthat encourages lending to poor women is the Micro Credit Program for

the Bottom Poor jointly implemented by the Agricultural Credit Policy Council (ACPC) of the

Department of Agriculture (DA) and the Land Bank of the Philippines (LBP). This program

provides loans to qualified non-government organizations (NGOs), cooperatives or cooperative

banks (CRBs) which shall in turn relend to the bottom poor for their micro-credit livelihood projects.

LBP provides a lending window for accredited NGOs/cooperatives/CRBs which can obtain a

maximum credit line of ta5.0 million. The loans shall be used solely for relending to groups or

individually-managed micro livelihood projects of households/individuals who belong to the bottom

30% income bracket, in addition, the participating NGOs/cooperatives/CRBs can avail themselves

of a grant assistance to cover operating expenses related to social preparation, training and related

activities intended for the institutional development of the beneficiaries. The program, launched in

1996, covers the poor priority provinces identified by the Presidential Commission on Countryside

Development and the Presidential Commission to Fight Poverty (PCFP).

4. Public Policy and Microfinance Programs on Poverty Alleviation s

The seriousness of the poverty situation cannot be overemphasized. In fan

strategies to address poverty, the Philippine government recognizes that: (1) the nature and intensity

8Drawn from the document "A National Strategy to Fight Poverty" prepared for the Presidential Commission 'tO
Fight Poverty by the Philippine Institute for Development Studies, 1995.
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of needs of the different poor groups are diverse and the causes of their problems, and hence, the

solutions, vary; (2) appropriate macroeconomic and sectoral policies induce vigorous and sustained

economic growth which will have a powerful impact on reducing poverty, but not all poor people

will benefit as much because they do not have the means to do so ; and (3) the response of different

poor groups to government interventions targeted at poverty alleviation, differs.

The government believes that direct intervention in the form of intensified delivery of basic

services will be necessary to improve the lot of the subsistence poor. In addition, community

organization is considered indispensable in building capabilities together with livelihood projects

which can provide diverse sources of income to poor communities.

The present government, through the Presidential Commission to Fight Poverty (PCFP), has

identified five major strategies to address the problem of poverty:

1. Promote and sustain economic growth to create employment and livelihood

opportunities. At the macroeconomic level, the goal is to attain and sustain rapid economic growth

at 5 to 7% annually in order to reduce the number of families living below the income-poverty line

from 39.2% in 1991 to 30% by 1998. Thus, the government will undertake the following: (a)

embark on a massive infrastructure program directed primarily at the rural areas and in areas with

the greatest capacity to provide jobs; (b) improve revenue collection; (c) encourage investments by

reducing interest rates to borrowers, and raise the interest rate on savings by reducing the

government budget deficit, issuing small-denomination government notes for small savers, and

removing unnecessary impositions on financialtransactions; (d) emphasize voluntary arbitration on

the resolution ofindustrialdisputes; (e) continue reforms that will compel the large monopolized and

protected sectors of the economy to become more competitive globally and reduce the biases against

small and medium enterprises through tariff restructuring, liberal foreign investment rules and the

passage of anti-trust laws; and (f) ensure adequate national and local govemrnent funding for specific
sectors such as education, health and housing.

2. Sustain growth based on people-friendly strategies. Economic activities must be

accessible to those who are poor and, at the same time, efficient and productive enough to yield

better incomes. The following activities will be needed: (a) promote new labor-intensive industries

with higher domestic value-added, better export potential, and stronger links with agriculture, for

example, particularly food processing; (b) pursue policies that are consistent with efficiency,

improve prices for agricultural products, lower prices for agricultural inputs, and pr°rn°te
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diversification into products that have higher value, use more labor andmake more efficient use of

land; (c) use exchange rate policy actively to promote agriculture and export-oriented industries, at

the same time generating financing for safety nets to stem inflation and wage-price spiral; (d)

conserve and manage natural resources by entrusting these to their immediate communities,

formulating and implementing policies on resource use and imposing higher taxes on the use of

naturalresources and on pollution; (e) protect the gains under the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform

Program while reassessing the pace of its future implementation; (f) revive rural financing by

wholesale lending to cooperatives and legitimate NGOs, which should then retail the credit to

farmers, marginal borrowers and people's organizations at market rates; all resources currently used

in the government's livelihood programs that are not focused on the core poor should be consolidated

into a credit facility for the poor; cooperatives and NGOs must be strengthened and fully developed

as efficient retail credit institutions; commercial interest rates should be kept low; and (g) devote

more funds to agricultural research and extension, with continuing training for devolved extension

personnel.

3. Expand social services to provide minimum basic needs. Minimum basic needs

of the poor such as primary health care and family planning, elementary education, supplemental

feeding, housing, water and sanitation will be addressed.

I

4. Foster sustahzable income-generating community projects. A greater emphasis

on livelihood projects with components including skills and technology training, credit and

livelihood assistance, and technical extension is required. The following must be accomplished:

(a) consolidate lending programs for the core poor, or those which include a subsidy element (i.e.,

those charging sub-market interest rates) under the PCFP, and designate them exclusively for the use

of the poorest of the poor; (b) design credit schemes according to the capabilities of poor groups;

in general, extend credit at commercial rates exclusively and without collateral to the poor; (c)

coordinate efforts in providing training for the poor in livelihood and income-generating projects,

particularly by improving the quality and relevance of the training provided and by improving the

quality of training facilities; (d) disseminate information on available livelihood services and either

decentralize or expand the reach of existing training programs.

5. Build capabilities of the poor to help themselves. The most important element

of a strategy to fight poverty is not what it can provide or do for the poor but whether that strategy

ultimately enables the poor to do something for themselves. The process of building capabilities

among the poor may be done in the following ways: (a) rely on local governments as the main
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implementors of anti-poverty projects in the critical municipal and barangay levels, so that local

leaders may become directly accountable to the poor communities that are supposed to benefit from

them; (b) mobilize NGOs and people's organizations (POs) as equal partners in planning priorities

and selecting projects; (c) promote the formation of POs in poor communities to articulate their

needs, design self-help programs, mobilize their own and outside resources, implement projects,

monitor and evaluate their own progress; and (d) keep track of the overall progress of poverty

alleviation through a conmmnity-managed monitoring system in each barangay administered through

local government units.

5. Regulatory Framework for Financial Institutions

The Philippine financial system is divided into a formal sector under the regulation and

supervision of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), the Insurance Commission and the

Cooperative Development AuthOrity, and an informal sector which is neither Supervised nor

regulated by any government agency (Figure 1). The formal financial sector consists of a wide

array of banking and non-banking institutions performing various financial intermediation services.

Following the financial reforms instituted over the past decade and a half, these financial institutions

have engaged in a number of activities and have offered various financial products targeted to

specific clientele in the formal financial markets. They have also expanded rapidly. In terms of

resources, the formal financial system has been experiencing double-digit annual growth since 19879.

All these institutions are under BSP Supervision and/or regulation, with the exception of

insurance companies which are supervised by the Insurance Commission, and the credit unions/credit

cooperatives which are under the Cooperative Development Authority. However, the regulation of

NBFIs is less strict compared to that applied to banks, one reason being that banks are in the strict

sense fiduciary institutions.

The Central Bank of the Philippines (now called Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) started a series

of financial reforms for more efficient financial markets in the 1980s which has continued to the

1990s. The reforms improved the financial policy environment and strengthened the supervisory and

regulatory framework of financial institutions. Interest rate ceilings were removed; the Central

Bank's subsidized rediscount window was made market- oriented; interest rates on special subsidized

9A good reference is Lamberte and Llanto (1995).
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credit programs were aligned with market rates; bank entry and branching policy was liberalized and

the areas of allowable equity investments of universal banks were expanded. In 1993, a new and

strengthened institution, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) replaced the Central Bank of the

Philippines. More recently, the government liberalized the entry of foreign banks into the domestic

financial market, allowing 10 foreign banks to set up shop in the country. The aim is to intensify

competition in the domestic financial market I°.

The financial sector reforms have created a more competitive financial marketplace, driving

financial institutions, irrespective of bank type, to compete with each other. Banks compete in

deposit taking by offering a wide range of deposit instruments with diverse features and varied rates

of interest. The irmovative deposit products target different income groups. With an extensive

branch network and automated teller machines, commercial banks were able to mobilize nearly 80%

of total deposits in the banking industry. On the other hand, credit unions and cooperatives offer

members deposit instruments in the form of fixed deposits which earn interest but cannot be

withdrawn until membership ends. They also offer savings and time deposits which pay interest and

are withdrawable. Cooperatives and credit unions are outside the Bangko Sentral's regulation and

supervision, but they are supervised by the Cooperative Development Authority (CDA). These

institutions have no minimum capital requirement, no reserve requirement on deposits and are

exempted from taxes imposed on financial institutions. Their recent perfromance shows a great
ability to mobilize deposits from small savers 1_. The NGOs are considered informal credit

institutions and are not allowed to mobilize deposits.

The strict financial and credit policy framework of banking institutions in the early 1970s

encouraged the establishment and growth of non:bank financial intermediaries (NBFIs). These

institutions became subject to Central Bank control under the 1972 financial reforms. In general,

the NBFIs are not allowed to borrow from the public. Some are subject to minimum capital and

reserve requirements as well as loan ceilings and borrowers' limits. The NBFIs do not engage in

deposit-taking activities but rely on their own capital for funds. Non-bank thrift institutions,

pawnshops and investment companies follow the same practice. In contrast, NBFIs with quasi-

banking functions source a large part of their funds from borrowing.

1°Alongside this formal system exists an informal credit market which caters to the credit needs of low income

groups, small and micro enterprises, small farmers and fisherfolk, andother marginal borrowers who were unable

to access the formal finanical market. See Llanto and Chua (1996), Chua and Llanto (1995), among others_

I lSee Llanto (1994) for a more extensive discussion of Philippine credit unions/cooperatives.
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Banks have on the average four branches while more than three fifth of the NBFIs do not

have branches. Some NBFIs are allowed to establish only one branch, in terms of regional

distribution, more than one third of the total number of offices of NBFIs are concentrated in the

National Capital Region. Other regions are mostly served by lending investors, pawnshops and to

a smaller extent, finance companies.

Recognizing the need to provide access to credit to the basic sectors of the economy, e.g.,

small scale agriculture, small enterprises, etc., the government has put in place several policies on

credit allocation and deposit retention. They are the following:

(a) requiring 75% of the deposits generated from a regional grouping to be invested in

that area;

(b) mandating banks to set aside 25% of their net incremental loanable funds for

agricultural lending, 10% of which is to be lent to agrarian reform beneficiaries and

15% for general agricultural lending (agri-agra loan quota);

(c) mandating all lending institutions to lend at least 10% of their total loan porttolio to

small enterprises whose total assets amount to P10 million and below;,

(d) liberalizing bank branching regulations; and

(e) ' implementing various directed credit programs for the basic sectors.

In addition; the government has increasingly used NGOs as alternative credit conduits, instead of

coursing credit funds solely through banks. Thus, credit programs such as the DTI Microcredit

Project, the ACPC's Grameen Replication Project and the NLSF's loan program have used the
NGOs as credit conduits.

III. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS

This study uses a purposive sample of 7 microfinance institutions (MFIs) composed of 5

credit NGOs, two of which are waiting for their banking license from the Bangko Sentm-i"ng

Pilipinas (BSP), and one cooperative rural bank which has successfully used the Grameen
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technology in reaching the poor. This section used case studies of these MFIs for the analysis of

performance, issues and constraints faced by MFIs. Information on the legal identity, organizational

history, objectives and others of individual sample MFIs can be found in their respective case

studies. We organized the analysis into four sub-topics, namely: (1) outreach to the poor, (2)

viability and sustainability, (3) resource mobilization and (4)policy environment.

1. Outreach to the Poor

Outreach to the poor depends on a variety of factors, namely: (a) effective targeting and

exclusivity of focus, (b) institutional capacity, (c) range of financial services provided, (d) technical

assistance for poor clients and (e) regular or periodic impact evaluation of credit programs for the

poor.

(a) Targeting and exclusivity. Not all the sample MFIs target exclusively the poor

although most of those using the Grameen Bank technology, do have an exclusive focus, especially

on poor women. Some do not exclusively target poor women. On the other hand, a few credit

NGOs implement credit programs targeted to both poor and non-poor borrowers. A common reason

given is that the profits from loans to the non-poor are used to subsidize the (losing) less profitable

credit program for the poor. For the sample bank, the credit program for the poor is just one of

many other product offerings of the bank. The MFIs identify the poor through a means testing, an

examinatin of their asset ownership and a housing index which reveal the income or wealth status

of the prospective Client. The means testing and use of house index are mostly done by the Grameen

replicators. Interviews and home visits complement the means testing. They also conduct a general

assessment of the income capacity and the ownership of simple assets such as farming implements,

farm animals, home furniture, type of house, building materials used in house construction, access

to or availability of water and sanitation, and educational attainment of the household head and

family members.

The sample MFIs conduct the following: (a) area scanning- to identify the area with a great

percentage of families living below the poverty line, (b) orientation screening- to introduce the credit

program, orient and train the groups on the value of discipline and team responsibility and (c)

individual background investigation- to effectively target clientele. Tables 111-1and 111-2 show the

sample MFIs' outreach to poor borrowers and savers, respectively.
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In sum, the poor borrowers and savers predominate indicating an almost exclusive focus

on the poor. This shows the effectiveness of targeting mechanism used by the MFIs in identifying

poor clients le. The credit ArGOs and the private bank replicating the Grameen technology use an

effective means to identify and reach the poor. However, their outreach is still l'mited to a few

thousand poor borrowers". The credit NGO community, composed of aboztt 500 individual

institutions, estimates their outreach to be more or less 30, 000 borrowers 14.

(b) hlstitutional capacity. The 1992 NEDA Socioeconomic Survey showed that only

about 12% of ultra-poor families had access to credit. Some 38% of credit came from friends and

relatives, 18% from private moneylenders and 13% from cooperatives. Only very few of the poor

were able to get a loan from government specialized banks and private banks 15. The NGOs

provided only 2.9% of credit in urban areas and 1.9% in rural areas. On the other hand, (private)

cooperative rural banks seem to have reached a greater number of poor clients compared to other

MFIs. In 1993 they reported that about 37,000 mostly individual loans with an average size of

P22,000 have been given. The loans can be as small as P1,00016. The Cooperative Rural Bank

(CRB) of Sta. Cruz, Laguna experience shows the capacity of the cooperative rural bank to provide

microfinancial services to the poor. This same experience is reported by the Cooperative Rural Bank

of Aklan, the Davao Cooperative Bank and several MFIs, mostly rural banks and cooperative rural

banks in Mindanao which accept small deposits- as low as P100- and provide loans as small as

P1,000 _7. Table IiI-3 shows more recent estimates of MFIs' outreach. The credit cooperatives and

the cooperative rural banks have a greater reach than the NGOs and people's organizations which

12Itcould als0 be that by the very nature of these MFIs, the poor would natura!ly be drawn to them as potential
clients-a case of self-selection.

_3Eventhe largest credit NGO in the country which has been operating for the past 10 years has only 3,119
borrowers and 3,024 savers as of end 1995.

!4AStrategy to Fight Poverty: Philippines, The World Bank, March 1996.

_SAmore recent set of estimates noted that the "basic sectors" composed of rural residents and farmers, operators
• of small enterprises and the self-employed and the ultra poor have great difficulty in accessing the formal financial

system (Adams et al. 1995). More specifically, it is estimated that only 168,000 out of 581,000 municipal fishing
operators and 80,000 out of 317,490 small non-agricultural establishments have access to the formal credit system.

_rWorldBank, ibid
L

_TThesenior author was a member of a team o{ onsultants who conducted a survey of 40 MFIs in Mindanao,"
Philippines early this year. The information on the Cooperative Rural Bank of Aklan was supplied by M. Agabin of
the Social Weather Stations and a researcher from ACPC.
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may be partly explained by their more extensive delivery network and relatively larger financial

base 18.

Among private lending institutions, pawnshops, credit unions and lending investors also

provide credit to small enterprises and individuals but their lending is collateral-based. Pawnshops

require the pledging of certain assets such as jewelry, wrist watches, appliances, etc., while lending

investors can require pledging of motor vehicles and other important assets. In the case of credit

unions, the fixed deposits serve as collateral (Llanto 1994 and Chua and Llanto 1995).

Any discussion of the outreach of micro finance programs should include those of the

government's various livelihood/credit programs targeted to the poor. The government has 111

subsidized credit programs of which 13 are targeted to the ultra poor (Table 111-4). These are

implemented through various government agencies and specialized govemment banks. For example,

the Department of Trade and Industry used the NGOs, cooperatives, and rural banks as credit
conduits of funds sourced from the Asian Development Bank and budgetary allocation. As of March

1996, the NGO Microcredit Project of the Department of Trade and Indus:ry Tulong sa Tao Program

has released about P 1.2 billion in loans to 82,157 borrowers through 1,944 conduits.

Another govemment line deparment, the Social Welfare and Develoment Department,

provides the poor small loans ranging from P1,000 to P3,000 through the Self-employment

Assistance Program. Under this program, the DSWD has directly lent some P164 million to

45,250 clients. The Agricultural Credit Policy Council has a Grameen Bank Replication Project

involving 23 NGOs, Cooperatives and cooperative mrai banks as replicators. As of December 1994,

the replication project has enabled 13,432 borrowers to avail themselves of loans amounting to P31
million.

The Land Bank of the Philippines, a specialized government bank has been the main source

of funding for agrarian reform beneficiaries and small farmers, using rural banks and about 8,000

cooperatives as credit intermediaries. Recently, it organized the People's Credit and Finance

Corporation (PCFC), a government finance company which will be its principal arm in lending to

the poor. The objective is to use PCFC for poverty alleviation lending programs so that Land Bank

may concentrate on its mandate to be the financing arm of agrarian reform and to service the

_SThere are more than 1,000 rural banks and 42 cooperative rural banks in the country. Credit cooperatives are I
much more numerous than these banks.
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banks have a nationwide, viable delivery network 2_.However, little is known yet about their actual

outreach to the poor through microfinancial services, except information gathered through several

rapid field appraisal. For example, rural banks andcooperative ruralbanks in Mindanao do provide

microfinancial services. In 1995, the number of loan accounts per rural bank and cooperative rural

bank averaged 2,000 while the number of deposit accounts averaged 6,000, implying a loans-to-

deposit accounts ratio of 322. However, despite the more extensive network of rural banks and

cooperative rural banks, they do not have the same familiarity and substantial exposure to the poor

as the credit NGOs have. The irony is that those institutions with almost exclusive focus on the

poor do not have the institutional capacity to reach a greater number of the poor.

The MFIs provide their field staff basic training in the identification of the target clientele,

appraisal of projects submitted for financing and credit investigation of the loan applicant. The

existing lending technology for the poor, e.g., Grameen, group lending and various adaptations of

these approaches, is labor-intensive, requiring a huge amount of patience, dedication and technical

skills on the part of field staff. Field staff are carefully selected based on their high motivation in

. helping the poor, educational background and willingness to work with the poor.

Some MFIs report problems of high turnover of staff because of the relatively low salaries

that they can offer. Once trained and experienced, those field staff become eligible for related jobs

in the government agencies involved in livelihood programs, and the private banking sector, more

specifically, rural banks and cooperative rural banks. The high turnover of field staff and the

difficulty of retaining those present staff prevent the build up of capacity to provide efficient and

effective microfinance services to the poor.

In sum, both the weak institutional capacity as well as the lack ofan extensive and viable

delivery system prevent MFls, especially credit NGOs, from reaching a greater number of clients.

The principal problem faced by credit NGOs is the lack oflegal personality and authority to act as

real financial intermediaries. The second problem is the lack of an extensive and viable financial

delivery system that has substantial focus on the poor. Motivation of MFls' staff to work with poor

2JTheruralbankingsystemwas weakenedbythe highdefaultratesandnon-repaymentof loansunderthe
government'ssubsidizedagriculturalcreditprogramsduringthe 1970sand 1980s. The BSPhadto implement
severalrehabilitationprogramsto reviveandstrengthenthe system.

22Thecomparableratio is 6 depositorsto oneborrowerin BankRakyatlndonesia'sUnit Desa;anda 1:1ratio in
GrameenBank(seeRobinson 1994).
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clients is not wanting but the MFls face problems of rapid staff turnover.

(c) Range of financial services provided. Most MFIs provide simple loans and savings

facilities for poor clientele. This is consistent with the nature of demand of the poor for financial

services. As of 1995, the sample MFIs provided total loans amounting to P128.7 million, the bulk

of which have been made to poor clients (Table 111-6). It is noted that not all of the sample MFIs

have the poor as exclusive clientele, except those practicing the Grameen technology 23. The MFIs

also provide "savings" facilities. 24 As of 1995, total savings amounted to as much as P17.6 million.

It is noted that poor clients have been able to save a substantial amount as shown in Table III-7.

Because the credit NGOs are not authorized to mobilize deposits, several imlovative products have

arisen. Some examples are the "mutual aid fund," "the capital build up," and the "group fund."

The mutual aid fund comes from the contribution of 5% of the regular loan amount while the group

fund is a pool of weekly personal savings from each member of the group.

In general, we observe that most, if not all, of the loans carry short-term maturities and are

used primarily for working capital and immediate consumption needs. The rural banks and

cooperative rural banks try to offer competitive rates on deposits, usually 1 to 2 percentage points

above those offered by commercial banks, while the credit NGOs offer innovative "savings' products

to mobilize savings from their clientele. t

The immediate constraint is the inability of MFIs, especially NGOs which are poorly

capitalized to offer more innovative financial products with longer term maturities, and the lack of

information regarding the financial services/products that will satisfy the target clientele. As the

economy develops, there will be an increased demand for more Varied (and ultimately,

sophisticated) financial services and loans with longer maturities in order to address certain

investment needs such as the purchase of more modem farm implements, basic equipments, etc.

Thus, the MFIs must strive to improve their limited capacity to supply innovative financial

products. The estimated amount of total financial services as of 1995 provided by the sample MFIs

is shown in Table III-8. The average loans outstanding and the average savings mobilized are

23The cooperativeruralbank whichalsousesthe Grameentechnology,providesloansboth to poorandnon-poor
clients.

24Technically,the creditNGOsare notauthorizedto acceptdeposits. The"savings"depositsmentionedhere.
refer to the obligatoryor forcedsavingsdeductedfromtheloanamountsgrantedto borrowers. Also, the groups ,.
mobilizesavingsfromamongthe membersanddepositthemin a bankthroughthe representationof theNGO. The
exceptionisthe cooperativeruralbankwhichis authorizedto mobilizevoluntarysavings.
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;hown in Tables III-9 and III-10. This indicates the potential of the sample MFIs to provide a full

•ange of financial products and services once the limitation of the NGO organizational structure has

_een overcome.

In sum, the limited capacity to develop and offer legally innovative financial products

'_amper the cause of credit NGOs. This limitation arises from their limited experience or lack of

_miliarity and experience in product development and innovation. More importantly, the

!nformality of their organization makes any attempt to mobilize deposits, develop various financial

9roducts and offer them to the public illegal.

(d) Technical assistance for cfients. On the part of the target clientele, training

:onsists of orientation in the value and use of credit, the need to have credit discipline, group

zooperation and organization, handling the savings fund of the group members. Table III-11

shows the range of technical assistance provided to beneficiaries. The use of peer pressure •and the

Ihreat of cutting access to furore credit in case of loan default are important motivational strategies

_mployed by the MFIs to ensure high loan repayment rates. The problem is not the lack of interest

Dnthe part of the poor clientele to train and acquire various skills related to credit and savings, but

the cost of training incurred by the MFI.

I

Training or social preparation as termed by the NGOs is a significant component of the

transaction cost of lending to the poor. A case study of two NGOs estimated social preparation

cost of as much as P0.11 for each peso loan granted (Llanto and Chua 1996). The case studies

cffMFIs for this country paper also confirm this observation. An estimate of the unit cost of various

training programs is shown in Table III-11. At present, social preparation or traiNng is conducted

mostly at the own initiative of the MFIs. Except for some insignificant financial assistance coming

from government agencies 25, the MFIs have to rely either on their own meager funds or external

donors to cover the costs of training.

The current issue is who will finance the training of clients, i.e., social preparation. One view

is that this is a public good whose production must be shouldered by the government: This view

states that subsidies for training must be made available to MFIs which implement micro finance

program for the poor. The contrary view states that the cost of training should be incorporated in

a_The ACPC provided the Grameen replicators a grant covering the initial first year's salary and training expenses
of field staff who will handle the replication.
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the lending rate charged by the MFI or absorbed by the MFI itself as part of the cost of doing

business. This is practiced by one of the sample MFIs which charges a training and monitoring fee
of 2% of the loan amount.

It seems that there is some capacity to transfer the burden of the training costs to the clients

themselves who have no alternative but to absorb them. However, this view might lead to

underproduction of social training because the MFIs may not want to increase the cost of lending to

poor clients; they may not want either to absorb the cost of social training. The result is a sub-

optimal level of social preparation/training. The benefits of having "trained clients" will not be

totally appropriated by the MFI which initially trained them because clients shop around for the

lowest borrowing cost. It is also possible that over time the "trained client" will need to go to

another lender who can satisfy his increased demand for credit because his old MFI can no longer

meet that demand. Thus, some amount of shirking of the training responsibility may occur,

leading to a social loss.

In sum, training of potential clients represents a sizeable investment cost that the MFIs may

not be able to absorb. While the government and donors may be willing to provide funding for

training, a compromise solution lies in asking the MF]s to shoulder part of the training costs. Thus,

a matching of government�donor funds with MFlfundsfor training may lead to better pepformance

because of the risk-sharing involved.

(e) Impact evaluation. The MFIs do not in general conduct formal internal impact

evaluations of their credit programs for the poor because of the attendant costs. However, they do

make informal and quick evaluation of program implementation which guides their decisions such

as re-training of field staff, expansion of coverage, etc. Neither are there independent and periodic

evaluations of these credit programs for the poor except for the evaluation of the ADB NGO

Microcredit Project (MCP) that paved the way for the second NGO MCP, and those done by GTZ

and JICA respectively, on two of the sample MFIs. The evaluation conducted by the ACPC itself

on the progress of its Grameen Replication Project is not an independent evaluation.

In sum, periodic impact evaluation is very important because the information generated will

be useful in measuring the success of microfinance programs, addressing various problems,

improving the project supervision, and designing future projects.
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2. Viability, Sustainability and Resource Mobilization

(a) Financial policies, delivery mechanism and management. The MFIs' viability and

sustainability are critically linked to their financial policies, delivery mechanism and loan collection

techniques. With respect to financial policies, adherence to "sound credit practices and response

to market signals" (Sacay and Randbawa 1995) are practiced by the sample MFIs. They lend at

market-based interest rates and are aware that they must at least cover their operating costs. A

nominal rate of 30% per annum exclusive of a service charge (typically, 1% of the loan amount) and

application fee, is common 26. The sample MFIs employ sound credit screening and appraisal

techniques and provide non-collateralized loans to the poor. The non-conventional loan security

instruments used consist of joint liability agreement, peer pressure and pledging of group savings.

Thus, loan repayment rates are generally high, usually in the order of 95%.

The MFIS have used a variety of incentives to ensure loan repayment and financial discipline:

Forced savings have been extracted from the borrowers which both serve as a pool of funds to be

used for emergency purposes and.as collateral to the loans extended by the MFIs. An interesting

strategy for credit discipline of one MFI is a 5% prompt payment guarantee which is given back as

rebate to clients who consistently pay their loan amortization on time, and a 2% surcharge for loan

balances after past due date. I

While the credit policies, loan screening, appraisal and collection techniques appear sound,

the sample MFIs have inadequate financial reporting and monitoring practices which make it

difficult to determine past due loans, what part of the loan portfolio is non-performing, and the

extent of arrears problem. Without an adequate financial reporting and monitoring system, the MFIs

will find their liquidity severely constrained and their capital impaired by non-performing loans.

We failed to find any monitoring system that tracks loan delinquencies and arrears and evaluates the

ageing of problem loan accounts to give timely advice to management.

The lack of adequate and uniform performance standards is evident among the MFIs. For

example, the Grameen replicators are urged to use as benchmark for "on-time" repayment rate the

ratio of "interest and principal collected during the year" to "interest and principal due during the

year." This definition is too lax and grossly underestimates the severity of the loan collection

26Forexample,one creditNGOchargesanominalrate of 30%per annumor 3.5%permonthandrequiresa
servicefee of 1%of the loan amount,PIOfor the (loan)recordbookandPIOapplicationfee.
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problem. Similarly, defining "default rate" as the ratio of "principal and interest not paid at the end

of the loan term" to "total loans outstanding at the end of each year" also encourages laxity in loan

collection and unnecessarily creates a credit risk because management loses sight of the need to take

immediate remedial action on non-performing loans. Thus, in any given time, the MFIs can not

determine accurately what proportion of their loan portfolios will be at risk given the incentive for

financial indiscipline.

The absence of adequate and sound performance standards and standardized accounting and

reporting system also makes it difficult to evaluate the relative performance ofMFIs. A commercial

bank or donor which is willing to invest in microfinance programs will have great difficulty

assessing the financial position of MFIs. The end result is underinvestment in potentially

rewarding enterprises.

In sum, internal financial policies and practices need a lot of improvement, particularly in

the installation of sound financial reporting and monitoring systems, portfolio management,

assessment and management ofrisks, product packaging and pricing, management of loan arrears

and strategic business planning. Related to these will be the need to upgrade and institutionalize

performance standards, particularly in loan repayment, appreciation of loan default and ageing

of delinquent accounts, and the installation of appropriate accounthTg and internal arid# systems.

(b) Resource mobilization. Viability and sustainability are conditional on the ability

of the MFI to mobilize substantial resources which can be leveraged. Despite sound credit practices

andmanagement, the lack of resources- whether in the form of equity caPital, borrowings and

deposits, spells the difference between a self-sustaining MFI and one which is subsidy dependent, z7

Earlier, we adverted to several creative and innovative ways of MFIs to mobilize resources but the

lack of legal personality and authority hampers the effort. The absence of prudential regulations to

safeguard the interest of the depositors and shareholders also make the creative ways to mobilize
resources untenable.

The inability to mobilize deposits is offset by access to cheap funds from external donors

and government concessional loans. Grants and concessional loans are a disappearing phenomenon

in an era of budgetary crunches. The emerging policy and institutional framework in the country

is the reliance on private resources to deliver goods and services to the public as much as poss!ble,

:TThe subsidy comes either as grants or concessional loans from government/donors.
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and the use of scarce grants/government funds to create an enabling framework for private

institutions to operate more efficiently. It is in this context that the mobilization of private deposits

assumes a great role in the viability and sustainability of MFIs.

The immediate results of the dependence on grants and concessional loans is the

unwarranted bias for lending and the failure to develop deposit instruments suitable to poor clients.

It has been argued by some researchers that demand for savings and other financial services may

even exceed the demand for credit, and thus, an inordinate emphasis on loan provision may be a

disservice to poor people 2s. Thus, the sample MFIs, with the exception of the sample cooperative

rural bank, have not developed as "full service" financial institutions which would have provided

the poor better and more financial services. From the point of view of the MFIs' interest, it can be

argued that "self-sustainability of (rural) financial institutions is based on the ability to mobilize
resources and attain financial viability29?'

indeed, while the MFIs appear free to craft appropriate financial and credit policies, they

are hamstrung by their meager financial resources which limit their leverage capacity. Thus, the

credit NGOs depend very much on grants, subsidies and concessional loans which ultimately

undermine their viability and sustainability. The dependence on donor grants make their financial

and credit programs donor-driven, i.e., serving the objectives of the fund source. An immediate

effect is the practice of using scarce management and technical resources for the preparation of

proposals that solicit donor assistance. One MFI even employs two staffmembers who do nothing

but prepare project proposals which target particular donors. The ultimate result is that the financial

and credit programs become too sensitive to the biases of project-finance to the neglect of real

financial intermediation.

In sum, the MFIs have all attempted to mobilize resources but the informal character of their

organization hampers the effort. Resources used are mostly grants and subsidies coming from

donor and the government which ironically stunt their growth into viable and sustainable financial

intermediaries.

28ThisparaphrasesDaleAdams, forexample,who haspointedoutthat poorpeoplecannot be madebetteroff
withmore indebtedness,andthat thereexistsevidence,e.g.ownershipofjewelryandothertangibles, that demand
for savingsservicesoutweighdemandforcredit.

29SeeSaeay and Randhawa (1995). They arguethatBAACattainedfinancialviabilityandeliminatedsubsidy
dependencewhenmajor stepsweretakento generatemoredeposits. BAACfoundthat depositswerea cheaper
sourceof fundsthanborrowings.
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(c) Management and administration. The management and administration of MFIs

have a great influence on their viability and sustainability. Huge overhead expenses relative to the

financial services delivered erode their profitability and sustainability. What we saw from the

sample data is that the MFIs are generally inefficient and are not cost-effective. They have high

management and overhead expenses relative to the number of clients served and the volume of

business generated. The relative efficiencies of the sample MFIs are summarized in the various

tables of this sub-section. In 1995, the gross return on average loans outstanding ranges from 8%

to 36% (Table 111-12). The performance results are somewhat mixed with some MFIs even

showing a deterioration as shown by the big drop in this figure recently. The cost per average peso

loan outstanding is relatively very high, especially for the credit NGOs but with the exception of the

sample cooperative rural bank (Table III-13). A more complete picture of the cost of delivering

the financial services (i.e., loans and savings facilities) is shown in Table III-14. Only the

cooperative rural bank seems efficient and cost effective relative to the rest of the sample MFIs.

Available information on relative overhead expenses is captured in Tables 111-15 (number of field

staff to head office staff), 111-16 (salaries as a percentage of total financial services) and III-17

(administrative cost per peso of assets). ..

The huge overhead expenses would have been offset by a greater number of clients and a

wider range of financial products but with weak institutional capacity and small financial base, this

is just not possible at the moment. It is also important to note that a reason for the cost

ineffectiveness of credit NGOs is the lack of consistency between the perceived vision and mission

of the MFI and the actual requirements of the business of delivering financial services. While top

management is conscious of the need to be cost effective and promote financial discipline in the

organization and the clientele being served, the field staff have difficulty reconciling the social

orientation of their organization's vison and mission with the business side of financial services

delivery. Thus, the field staff give a lot of emphasis to training and community organizing rather

than the development and packaging of financial products, and other profitmaking activities.

Because training and community organizing costs are generally activities that generate costs instead

of revenues, overhead expenses increase unless these costs are absorbed by an external donor or

by a government grant.

In sum, the MFls must streamline their operations by a conscious cost reduction policy,

develop new clientele and innovative financial products, and expand their financial base and

outreach capacity.
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(d) Degree ofself-s,tfficiency. Most of the sample MFIs are not operationally self-

sufficient, much less financially self-sufficient. In 1995, only one credit NGO is operationally self-

sufficient, although two of them are nearing operational self-sufficiency with ratios of 0.66 and 0.67,

respectively (Table 111-19). The financial self-sufficiency ratio shows that only the sample

cooperative ruralbank is financially self-sufficient, a result which is hardly surprising, giving our

analysis of the constraints faced by non-formal financial intermediaries such as the credit NGOs

(Table 1II-20.) Attaining full self-sufficiency takes time and the constraining impact of the

organizational form of the credit NGOs makes this task arduous. While they effectively target and

reach the poor clientele, they could not be as effective and efficient given their weak institutional

capacity and financial position. These institutions seem capable of continuing with their delivery

of financial services to the poor only because of access to grants and concessional loans. However,

as earlier pointed out, grants and concessional loans axe becoming scarcer as hen's teeth as time goes

on3o.

3. Policy, Macro Factors and the Environment

The prevailing growth trend of the economy and the liberalized economic and financial

environment augur well for microfinance programs and the MFIs. A growing economy and a more

competitive financial marketplace will stimulate demand for more microfinancial Services. A

conducive financial policy environment is essential for improving the efficiency and effectiveness

of MFIs in reaching a greater number of poor people (see Annex A for a list of recent financial

sector reforms).

With interest rate deregulation and a liberal bank entry and branching policy, there is room

for the creation of more MFIs/branches of MFIS or the transformation of the mature credit NGOs

into formal financial institutions. Another tack is to maintain the NGO's social development thrusts

and to leave financial intermediation to a separate organization, i.e., a formal financial institution

that will organized by the NGO. Alternatively, the NGO can buy into an existing formal financial

institution. This paper is not the place to evaluate each of these transformation strategies. However,

we would like to think that this strategy seems to be a realistic approach to the problems of lack of

outreach, viability and sustainability of many credit NGOs.

3°Onlymyopicpoliticiansandbureaucratsbelievethatthe barrelof goodiessuchas concessionalloansis
bottomless-but at the expenseof taxpayersanddepositors.
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Under the present legal and regulatory framework, a credit NGO can opt to become a bank,

credit cooperative or finance company. These options take advantage of laws already in place and

eliminate the long wait for enabling legislation that will allow these credit NGOs to mobilize

deposits. Only duly-authorized banking entities are allowed to mobilize deposits. As formal

financial institutions, the credit NGOs will be private and autonomous institutions that generate their

own equity, mobilize deposits and offer a wider range of financial products to the target clientele

More specifically, as a bank, they can mobilize deposits from the public; as a credit cooperative

or credit union, they gather these from members.

A common and mistaken argument raised against the proposed transformation of credit

NGOs into formal financial institutions, e.g. as private banks or finance companies duly

supervised/regulated by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, is that they run the risk of losing their sense

of mission for the poor31. We argue that this does not necessarily result from the transformation.

On the contrary, doing so puts in place the legal structure to deal with different clientele, genera_/e

additional capital, mobilize deposits, thereby, strengthening their capacity to serve the poor. We

must distinguish between the organization and the individuals managing the organization. Thus,

losing one's sense of mission for the poor during or after the transformation only shows what has

been there all along- an empty commitment to the poor.

I

At present, the credit NGOs operate in a policy vacuum)'- There are no clear policies and

supervisory/regulatory framework governing their credit intermediation activities. Not being duly-

authorized banking entities, credit NGOs can not legally mobilize deposits 33. There is no oversight

body to supervise/regulate their financial activities. Thus, there are neither performance standards

that will be important for monitoring the financial standing of those organizations, nor prudential

regulations to protect depositors, creditors, etc. Either of the banking or the credit cooperative route

eliminates the need to re-invent the wheel of supervision and regulation since the oversight authority

is already in place, namely the Bangko Sentral for banks, and the Cooperative Development

3tOnememberof the BoardofTrusteesof a creditNGOwhichhas submittedan applicationfora banking
license, resignedon the groundthattheNGOhas lost itsmoorings,i.e., focuson thepoor, by attemptingto
organizea bank.

32Thisparagraphis drawnfromLlantoand Agabin(1996).

33Cooperativesand creditunionscanonlymobilizedepositsfromtheirownmembers. NGOsarereportedto :
havean informal"deposit-taking"relationshipwith"members." This is likeskatingonthinicebecauseof potential
legalsanctionsagainstthis illegalactivity.
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Authority for credit cooperatives.

There are pressing arguments why credit NGOs should consider converting themselves into

formal financial entities. The present deregulated and financial environment has made the financial

markets more dynamic and competitive. There is a greater number of financial institutions with

new and innovative products and financial technologies than the country has ever seen before. Over

time many small unit banks such as the present rural banks will have grown and transformed

themselves into bigger entities which will cater to a different set of clientele and offer different

financial products. The promise of potential profits and impact on development will undoubtedly

attract new formal and informal institutions into the financial markets. In this context, the credit

NGOs are potentially the formal financial institutions which will address the demand for financial

services of the poor. They can do a better job by being formal financial institutions, with full powers

and authority to engage in real financial intermediation activities. As Llanto and Agabin (1996)

pointed out, the lessons of experience from other countries, e.g.., Grameen in Bangladesh, BancoSol

in Bolivia) show that the transformation of NGOs into full pledged formal financial institutions was

a necessary condition for them to be viable and sustainable in the long term. Lessons from the

transformation suggest that to do otherwise is to continue operating through donor or government

subsidies. In an era of declining subsidies, the choice seems clear. How many local credit NGOs

are ready to transform themselves into formal financial institutions is currently unknown. Presently,

at least two NGOs have already become rural banks, i.e., those in Nueva Ecija and Zambales

provinces, while one is in the preparatory process of doing so.

Present government policy uses the specialized government banks to wholesale loans to

MFIs, and mandates the People's Credit and Finance Coi-poration (PCFC) to take the responsibility

of providing loan funds and technical assistance to improve and strengthen the NGO network of

institutions that promote the Grameen technology. While the loan quotas for intended beneficiaries

are still binding on financial institutions, this legal mandate is currently under review) 4 The

Department of Finance with the National Credit Council is leading efforts to rationalize the 111

government credit programs which have been criticized for being inefficient, highly politicized,

uncoordinated and unsustainable. The presence of these credit programs send a confusing signal to

34TheACPC,andthe Bankers'Associationof the Philippinesarguethatthe loanquotastogetherwithother
impositionson financialinstitutions,e.g., grossreceiptstax, serveonlyto increasethe financialintermediationcost,
andthus,mustbe scrapped. Congresshasa differentviewof loanquotas,i.e.,thoseimposedby PD 717 (agri-agra
loanquota)and RA 6977 (mandatorylendingto smallandmediumenterprises). Several bills havebeen filedto
retainthem andto eliminatethe purchaseof governmentsecuritiesas an alternativemodeof complianceto the 10an
quotas.
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MFIs and clients alike. While ostensibly the government promotes savings mobilization and equity

build-up for sustainability, making available highly subsidized credit funds to MFIs erodes the

resource mobilization effort andpromotes financial dependence on government.

The Philippine government has also put in place a Social Reform Agenda with a particular

focus on poverty alleviation. It has also recognized the use of microfinance as an instrument to

alleviate poverty, and has drafted legislation creating the People's Development Fund to be managed

by PCFC for the capacity building of MFIs. The People's Development Fund will receive budgetary

support from the national government. In addition, the 1997 budget of the government will include

a poverty alleviation budget which will be incorporated into the respective budgetary program of the

designated implementing agencies. The poverty alleviation budget will be used for livelihood,

potable water development and sanitation, health and nutrition, basic child care, environment

resource management, basic education, resettlement and housing. The government has allocated

P100 million of the poverty alleviation budget for the capability building of microfinance

institutions.

The commercial banks admit their limitations in regard to microfinance programs.

However, the private banking sector can help create an enabling environment for microfinance. It

can finance rural infrastructure projects; it can als0 encourage corporate clients to, locate their

projects in the countryside 35. On the other hand, the private sector has also responded by creating

the Punla sa Tao Development Foundation that is a pool of private funds intended for the capability

building of credit NGOs. Likewise, the two networks of credit NGOs have successfully worked

with donors in raising capabilitybuilding funds.

The donor community has also proVided assistance to NGO capability building. The United

Agency for International Development (USAID) has approved the funding of a proposal submitted

by a credit NGO and an NGO network for capacity building of credit NGOs. The Asian

Development Bank together with the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) has

provided the government with a concessional loan and grant funds for the replication and expansion

of the Grameen approach. More recently, Australian government has received a proposal for

funding a capability building program for NGOs. On the other hand, several World Bank missions

have visited the country regarding the need for financial sector reforms, e.g. development of long

3SDuringthe March1996WorldBanksponsoredseminaroninnovationsinmicrofinancingat the AIM, BAP ":
ExecutiveDirectorLeoniloCoronelsaid that "big banksdonothavethe skillsnorthe temperamentto dealwith the
inherentrisks that dowith microfinancing."
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term credit markets, housing finance and pension funds reforrms. A recent World Bank paper

encourages the government to put in place the appropriate regulatory framework for MFIs and to pay

attention to the capability building needs of these institutions 36.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions and recommendations address four areas that will enable MFIs to be self-

sustaining financial institutions serving the poor. These four areas are as follows: (a) outreach and

impact, (b) viability and sustainability, (c) resource mobilization and (e)policy.

Outreach and impact. The MFIs are able to reach thepoor because of an effective

targeting mechanism which rules out the leakage of benefits to the non-poor. A highly motivated

field staffalso contributes to effective targeting. The MFIs seem to satisfy their poor clients' demand

for short term loans, e.g., working capital; some even provide the clients savings facilities.

However, their outreach is limited to a few thousand clients because of weak institutional

capacity, small financial base, high turnover of staff, and the high cost of training clients or social

preparation. A comparison of the performance of the sample MFIs indicates that only the

cooperative rural bank has the capacity for full financial self-sufficiency. This result is not

surprising given the advantages and authority given to a formal financial institution such as the

cooperative rural bank.

TO address outreach problems and the lack of a viable and effective delivery System, it is

argued that huge investments in the creation of NGO branches must be made. A common sensitivity

model employed by NGOs indicates that to reach 400,000 borrowers over a 5 year period, 300 new

branches of present credit NGOs must be established. Because of the labor-intensive nature of

microfinance lending technology such as the Grameen approach, some 3,000 field personnel must

be trained. This will require as much as P 100 million for branch expansion and training of new

personnel. Our comment is that toreach a greater number of poor people in a shorter period of time,

the P100 million can be used to train existing, viable and sustainable financial institutions such as

rural banks, cooperative rural banks and credit cooperatives whose network of branches and unit

banks is on a nationwide scale, on microfinance technologies. This in our mind is a more cost

36AStrategyto FightPoverty: The Philippines,TheWorldBank,1996.
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net social benefits of government intervention is positive.

Thus, the following are recommended:

• transform credit NGOs intofidlpledgedformalfinancial institutions, e.g., private

bank, finance company, non-stock savings and loan association or credit

cooperative;

• alternatively, credit NGOs may organize or invest informalfinancial institutions,

• promote linkage banking with private banks which are interested in providing

microfinance services for the poor through the MFIs whose institutional capacity

must be upgraded;

° invest in training existing rural banks, cooperative rural banks and credit

unions/credit cooperatives in microfinance technologies;

° externalize the training costs ofthepoor byproviding MFIs access to grants and

government financial assistance, butfollowing the principle of matching grants with

MF1 own funds;

• continue staff training and development of career paths for capable workers,

upgrade pay scales and incentive schemes to retain good personnel.

• rationalize government creditprograms and reallocate existing funds for livelihood

projects to capacity building and training of existing MFls;

MFI viability and sustainability. To continue providing financial service to the poor on

a sustaining basis, the MFIs themselves must be viable and sustainable. The study shows that many
of the MFIs are far from attaining these goal.

The MFIs' viability and sustainability depend first and foremost on the nature of their

organization and the business and investment activities which they are allowed to undertake within

the legal and regulatory structure of the country. Any limitation on their investment and business

activities, e.g., prohibition to mobilize deposits from the public, investment in allied undertakings,
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constrain profitability and growth. The MFIs have relatively little financial resources which limits

their leverage capacity. The credit NGOs' dependence on grants and subsidies, also undermine their

viability and sustainability. Thus, they have to raise more funds and become more efficient credit

intermediaries.

The second major factor which determines viability and sustainability is the set of internal

financial policies and organizational practices and procedures. In addition, the capability for

governance, leadership and management affects their performance. Improvement of management

skills and professionalization of staff, appropriate, market-oriented pricing of financial products and

services, greater effort in loan recovery are needed to make the MFIs viable and sustainable.

Thus, the key issue is building sustainable institutions by having (a) the appropriate

organizational form, (b) strong equity and financial base and (c) suitable systems and procedures.

The following are recommended:

• build up the equity base of MFls by infusing more capital from existing owners and

new investors;

• diversify loans, savings and otherfinancial products according to client

demand,"

• maximize savings mobilization opportunities,"

• promote training in financial operations, resource mobilization, portfolio

management, risk assessment and management, product packaging and pricing,

management of loan arrears, strategic and business planning, among others;

• improve systems and procedures such as automating systems and operating

procedures, upgrading and institutionalization of performance standards, setting up

internal audit systems, conduct of periodic management audits, installation of

updated and standardized accounting and reporting system.

• professionalize management and staffofMFIs
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Resource mobilization. The "forgotten" half of finance is deposit mobilization 3sand this is

conveniently forgotten in the face of donor grants, subsidized credit funds from government, and

other dole-outs. To stay competitive and viable, the MFIs must raise substantial deposits and

develop various instrumentsl especially for the small savers, which will help them build up their

financial base. Thus, they have not only to mobilize traditional deposits but also seek to broaden

and deepen the financial products and services offered to meet existing demand at the lower end of

the financial market. Broadening and deepening mean the development of new product lines and

services, the design and implementation of new microfinance technologies and practices which will

strengthen their financial base.

The following are recommended:

• to the MFIs- invest in the development of new product lines and services, new

microfinance technologies, adaptation of the "best practices in microfinance, " etc.

with counterpart funding fi'om donors and the govermnent;

• to the government- reallocate resources in the government's various livelihood

programs for the broadening and deepening of microfinancial services;

I

• to the donors- allocate resources for the broadening and deepening of

microfinancial services instead of providing loanable funds to MFls.

Policy issues. Thenecessity of bringing credit NGOs under a supervisory and regulatory

framework can not be underestimated 39. Without such a framework, the following problems will

persist: absence of performance standards, lack of uniformity and dilution of standards of credit

evaluation, lack of portfolio supervision leading to poor loan recovery and deterioration of its

quality and absence of prudential regulations over such activities as deposit taking. The installation

of a supervisory and regulatory framework complements the building of the institutional capacity

of MFIs, especially the credit NGOs. In this way, we will have strong MFIs which will no longer

operate in a policy vacuum.

3_DaleAdams,OhioStateUniversity.

_gTheruralbanksandcooperativeruralbanks,financecompanies,creditunions/cooperativesare already
supervised/regulatedbythe pertinentgovernmentagencies.
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The alternative to a fomaal supervisory and regulatory framework is self-regulation by the

credit NGOs. The argument goes that maintaining an informal self-regulatory framework will

provide the credit NGOs flexibility and room for initiative on various financial innovations to reach

the poor. Furthermore, there will be no danger of losing focus on their target clientele which will

be brought about by the transformation of credit NGOs to formal financial institutions. However,

the review made by this study points to the glaring need for performance standards, prudential

regulations, etc., in short, a supervisory/regulatory framework that will ensure the safety and

soundness of those institutions and the integrity of their transactions. The argtunent on losing focus

on the poor, as pointed out earlier, does not hold water. It is because an organization's vision,

mission and goal are not dictated by the organizational structure, e.g., banking firm, but by the

people manning it and the policies being pursued.

The transformation into formal financial institutions may not be everybody's cup of tea. It

is not for every NGO. There will be some which will choose to transform, but there will be others

which will opt to remain as a development agency and perhaps, organize a bank, with a distinct

charter, character and function. The important outcome of the latter strategy is the unbundling of

banking and development/social preparation functions which will increase efficiencies in the

financial markets for the poor because the (NGO) development agency and the NG0:organized

bank/financial institution can exploit their respective comparative advantage. Fron3 the public

policy perspective, it becomes clearer what activities in microfinance programs for the poor properly

constitute "social development costs" and what should rightly be considered "cost of providing the

financial service," i.e., cost of doing business. The first set of costs may be subsidized or given

access to grants in view of the externalities present in social training/preparation of poor clients

while the latter should be covered by appropriate pricing of the financial product. For the social

development costs, the present thrust of raising private monies must be supported.

The following are recommended:

• to the government- provide for an appropriate supervisory and regulatory

framework for MFIs, especially credit NGOs,

• to the NGOs- maintain a dialogue with the government on the installation of an

appropriate supervisory and regulatory framework for MFIs,"
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- to the government-support the costs of social preparation through

budgetary assistance that will be matched by private sector filn_;

• to donors- provide assistance to social preparation activities, development of

microfinance products, training in microfinance technologies, and upgrading of

performance standards, operating systems and procedures.

fn:c\microfin\mfca-kI\9.26.96\REVISED
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Table IIl-12

Gross Return on Average Loan Outstanding, 1993-1995

_" MFI - 1993 1994 1995
,=

A 0.12 0.19 0.27

B - 0.33 " 0.02 =:= 0.08 '
" C' " 0.28 0.56 ...... 0.34

D L 0.27" 0.25 0.31
, .... L

E 0.30 0.28 0.26

F 0.30 0.27

" " O ...... 0.16 " '0.1",_'" 0.17

Table Iii-13

Cost Per Average Peso of Loan Outstanding

MFI 1993 1994 1995 ""

A 1.52 1.14 1.30

B 1.21 1.3_' 1,00 .....
C 1.55 1.10 0.71

D 0.38 " bS5 0.48
t ' 0.21 ..... 0_9 " 0.19 ' "
i: ....... b.3-8 0.29 _"

G 0.90 0.31 0.34 ,

Table 1II-14

Cost Per Average Peso of Financial Services, 1993-1995

MFI " 1993 1994 1995 "
i ,, i, i, _ i JL ....

A 1.11 0.80 1.o6
" B .... 0.90" 0.92 _ 0,70=

C 1.49 1.12 0.70

..... ().61 0.30 0.41
E .... 0.16 '" 0.16 0.17

F 0.29 0.35 0.27

"' O 0.81 : 0_28 _ 0.32



Table III-15

Number of Field Staffto One Head Office Staff

MFI ..... 1993 1994 1995

A _ 4.00 "" 1.12 1.50
B '_ '4.00 ....... 3.00 4.00

C 4.88 5.13 5.80

.... D " 1]i4 '" 1.13 1.50

.... E 4.00 4.00 4.00

v ' f3"4 1.7o 2.00
G' " 2.50 2.75 2.67

Table 1II-16

Percentage of Salaries to Total Financial Services

"' MFi .... 1993 1994 I 1995,

l g .... 4450 "" 52.00 45.00

" B 64_'00 46.00 30.00

' C .... 97.00 "" 41.00 29.00

D "" '.I 1.00 .... 10.00 9.00

E* 2.28 6.57 7.32

F 14.00 16.00 13.00

G '12.46" _" 12.20 7.10

*Grameen KPP

Table lII-17

Administrative Cost Per Peso of Assets

i_FI .... 1993 1994 1995

/( ..... 0.'32 0.24 0.39
B' " 0.11 0.11 0.10 _m

c .... 0.08 0.13 0.13
D' 0)16 0.12 0.14

E .... 0;04 " 0.07 "_ 0107 J

" F"- 0.18 0.19 0.12

• G 0.30 0.18 0.12



Table III-I8

Debt-Equity Ratio

'" MFI 1993 1994 1995 =
p,

A 2.00 2.00 2.00
B 8.00 3.00 2.00

C 0.32 0.86 1.90

D 2.10

E 2.00 2.60 1.64

L F 0.36 ...... 0.36 0.49 :_
G 0.'89 _ 0.23 .....

Table IIi-19

Degree of Operational Self-Sufficiency

' 'MFI ..... 1993 1994 " 1995 ....

A 0.08 0.17 0.21

B '" 0.27 ' 0.32 ....... 0.08
c " o.18..... o145 o.51
b Of/2 0.72 ..... 0.6:/"

E* 1.40 1.45 1.34

F " '6.63 0.90 [.i3

G 0.22 "_ 0.60 0.66

Grameen KPP ' "

Table III-20

Degree of Financial Se!f-Sufficieney

MFI 1993 1994 1995

g 0.06 0.17 0.19
'i3 o.26j _" o._ " o'.o7
C "' 0.i7 _0.40 0.42

D 0.36 0.78 0.48

J E* 0.83 .... 1.22 _- 1.18

'" F "-- 0.77 (J_77 0.93

*Grameen



ANNEX A

" Policy Measures Before Reform After Reform Date
!. Selective Credit Conlrol .....

1, Central Bank rediscount Rediscount rate:varies by Uniform floating rate forall; November 1985
window type of economic activities no prescribed spread.

(allowable spread: 1%-1I%)

Rediscount value: varies by Uniform:80% November 1985
type of economic activities
('value:60%-100°,6)

2. Central Bank Special credit Directly managed special Central Bank-managed special 1987-1988
programs credit programs credit programstransferred to

government financial
institutions.

IL Bank Competition ........

1.Bank Entry New commercial banks - New commercial banks - 1989
moratorium since 1980; moratorium lifted
other banks - no moratorium,

Foreign banks - no entry since Ten foreign banks allowed to 1994
1949. have 6 branches each; foreign

banks may acquire or
establish a bank up to 60*/,of
the total equity of each bank,

2. Branching Restrictive branchingpolicy - Branchingwas liberalized but May 1989
the country was divided into the Central Bank retained
five service areas: heavily discretionary power with
overbranched areas; respect to the opening of
overbranched areas; ideally branches in certain areas
branched areas; considered "overbanked".
underbranchedareas; and

encouraged branching areas. Banks may open branches IVlay1993
anywhere they like provided
they meet the required
minimum capital requirement.

3. Government Banks Largely doing retail lending More focus on wholesale since 1987
that directly competes with lending usingprivate banks as
private banks, conduits.

4. Interest Rates

a. Deposit rates No capsince 1981

b. Lending rates

Private banks No cap since 1983 same 1987

Special credit programs Cap on end-userrate ,No cap on end-user
IlL i_rudential Measures' ' '

Prohibiting concurrent September 1986
offieershipsbetween banks or
between a bank and a non-
bank financial intermediary
except with prior approval of
the Monetary Board.



....... Requiring each bank to cause December 1986
an annual financial audit to be
conducted by an external
independent auditor not later
than 30 days after the close of
the calendar year.

Requiring all banks and non- December 1987
bank financial intermediaries
to adopt the Statements of
Financial Accounting
Standards.

The Central Bank declared a May 1989
policy that it shall refrainfrom
sustaining weak banks, except
in times of general financial
emergency or when specific
banks face problems of
liquidity rather than of
solvency,

Including contingent June 1993
liabilities in the determination
of the limit to which banks

can lend to a single borro_ver
or a group of affillated
borrowers.

Deposits of insider-borrower Inslder-borrower shall waive
were protected by the Secrecy the secrecy of their deposits

' of Bank Deposits Law. forexamination purposes.

Increasing the minimum
capital requirements for
banks. Latest:

Universal banks: P2.25B J
Commercial banks - PI.125B
Thrift banks - P 150M
Rural banks - P20M

IV. Foreign F_,x.cl;ange ......
Markets

1,Foreign exchange trading On-floor Off-floor through an December 1992 ,-
eleetronlc screened based
network for sharing
information and undertaking
transactions.

2. Export receipts Mandatory surrenderof Foreign exchange earners may September 1992
foreign exchange receipts, retain 100%of total receipts

and can use them freely
without prior Central Bank
authorization.

3. Foreign exchange Limits on foreign exchange No limit. September 1992
purchases purchases such as travel,

educational expenses, etc.

4. Repatriation and Staggered from 3-9 years Full and immediate September 1992
remittances of investments subject 1oCentral Bank repatriation without Central

approval. Bauk approval for foreign
investments duly registered
with the Central Bank or
custodian bank,



5, Outward investment by Not allowed. Allowed initially up to 1992-1994
residents US$1M, but lately increased

to US$6M.

6. Access to domestic FCDU No access. Direct exporters allowed September 1992
loans, access

Indirectexporters allowed July 1994
access.

Source: Lamberte and Llanto (1995).
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